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December 9, 2020

To: Senator Lisa Murkowski, Chair, Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources
Senator John Barrasso, Chair, Senate Committee on Environment and Public
Senator Chris Coons, Caucus Co-Chair, Senate Bipartisan Climate Solutions
Senator Mike Braun, Caucus Co-Chair, Senate Bipartisan Climate Solutions
Rep. Kathy Castor, Chair, House Select Committee on the Climate Crisis
Rep. Frank Pallone, Chair, House Energy and Commerce Committee
Rep. Raúl Grijalva, Chair, House Natural Resources Committee
Rep. Collin Peterson, Chair, House Agriculture Committee
Rep. David Scott, incoming Chairman, House Agriculture Committee
Rep. Cathy McMorris Rodgers, incoming Ranking Member, House Energy & Commerce Committee
Rep. Bruce Westerman, incoming Ranking Member, House Natural Resources Committee
Rep. G.T. Thompson, incoming Ranking Member, House Agriculture Committee
Re:

Science Supporting Harvested Wood Products as a Carbon Negative Technology.

As scientists with expertise in forest carbon, wood products, engineering, timber construction systems,
architecture, and forest economics, we are writing to urge you to support legislative proposals that
recognize forest management and wood use as an integral component of a coordinated climate
mitigation strategy. Nearly 25 years ago, scientists from 20 university forestry research institutions
formed CORRIM as a scientific research consortium that conducted rigorous scientific analysis of the
environmental performance of wood products, using internationally accepted methods, standards, and
tools. Contrary to assertions by a climate advocacy organization, Forest Legacies, we believe our
research results can be used to develop a climate mitigation strategy that addresses key legislative
priorities on both sides of the political aisle.
Science Supports Federal Agency Positions on Wood Carbon. CORRIM member institutions and their
partners have collectively generated hundreds of peer-reviewed publications and spoken both
nationally and internationally on the benefits of using wood as a carbon-negative technology. Our
federally funded research on the environmental performance of wood products (corrim.org/lcas-onwood-products-library/ ) makes a compelling case for the carbon mitigation benefits of using wood in
place of more energy-intensive materials and fossil fuels 1. Together in partnership with the USFS Forest
Products Lab 2, the USFS Pacific Northwest (PNW) Research Station 3, the US Department of Energy 4 and
other federal labs 5 we have created a large body of work using data-driven life cycle analysis to quantify
and characterize the environmental performance of wood products, including biofuels. Our research
has found that wood and wood products, when appropriately deployed, can reduce U.S. greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions in the built environment, transportation, and manufacturing sectors, with significant
co-benefits of sustaining rural economic development and maintaining forests as forests. There is wide
Perez-Garcia et al. 2005, Lippke 2006, Lippke et al. 2004, 2010, 2011, 2011b, 2011c, 2012, Oneil et al. 2017,
Bergman and Bowe 2012, Bergman et al. 2014, Alanya-Rosenbaum et al. 2018, Chen et al. 2020, Liang et al. 2020, Sahoo et al. 2019
3 e.g. Brackley et al. 2017, Malmsheimer et al. 2011
4 e.g. Lippke et al. 2008; USDOE 2011, Lippke et al. 2019, Mason et al. 2019, CORRIM-DOE Final Report. 2020
5 E.g. Han et al. 2018
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variability in the carbon mitigation benefits of wood depending on its use. Wood demonstrates the most
significant climate mitigation potential where it can substitute for more energy intensive materials like
steel and concrete in the built environment 6. Greater benefits are shown in multi-story construction due
to lower fossil fuel use in manufacturing and construction, with the added benefit of carbon storage in
the building itself 7.
Managed Forests Offset Losses from Poor Practices. While concerns about carbon debt have surfaced
based on the assumption that to meet wood demand we are cutting more forests than we are growing,
USFS Forest Inventory and Analysis research finds that despite generating nearly 11% of global wood
products from USA working forests, we have 25% more standing live tree biomass now than in 1990,
and 30% more than in 1953 8. The largest gains in live tree biomass are on private timberlands and in
regions with strong wood products markets. High market demand creates strong incentives to maintain
forests as forests and manage them for economic benefit. These gains are reduced by losses in other
regions, including insect, disease, and wildfire losses on western federal forests, and conversion to nonforest uses in rapidly urbanizing parts of the US.
Forests and Wood Products Store Atmospheric Carbon. Wood is about 50% carbon by dry weight, so 1
ton of wood holds 1,000 pounds of carbon which is equal to 3,667 pounds of carbon dioxide removed
from the atmosphere. The wood harvested from the forest is used in a wide variety of products from
wooden boards to rayon fabric, paper, food, and more. The harvest residues left in the forest after
harvest support biological activity in the next generation of planted trees, and contribute to above and
below-ground soil carbon. Complex supply chains for solid wood, engineered products (e.g. MDF,
particle board, fiberboard), paper, and bio-energy products use more than 99% of every harvested log
entering US processing facilities. This nearly zero waste manufacturing sector does produce GHG
emissions, but over 70% of those emissions come from renewable biomass energy rather than fossil
fuels 9. Taken together, US forests and wood products remove enough carbon dioxide from the air on a
yearly basis to offset about 10-15% of US fossil fuel combustion emissions 10. Of that total, an average of
13% is in harvested wood products11. USFS inventory data show that over the past 30 years, carbon
stored in forests (live and dead biomass) has increased by 22%, and carbon in wood products (in use and
in solid waste disposal sites) by 24% 11, resulting in over 5 billion metric tons of additional carbon stored
in the forest sector as a whole since 1990. Our western public (largely federal) lands are suffering from
significant insect, disease and wildfire impacts, so much so that wildfire losses reduce the climate
mitigation benefit of the forest sector by nearly 3% (EPA 2020) in extreme fire years like 2015, 2017,
2018 (National Interagency Fire Center (NIFC)) (and probably 2020 when the statistics come in).
Unmanaged Forests can be Net Sources of Atmospheric CO2. Not only do the carbon, nitrogen and
methane emissions from wildfires reduce forest sector climate mitigation benefits, they reduce forest
inventories, sometimes for decades 12. In the near term they also create massive health, safety, and
economic impacts in affected communities throughout the west (e.g. California, Oregon, PNW) and
create substantial wildlife habitat and water quality degradation. According to USFS data, the Rocky
e.g. Lippke et al. 2011, Oliver et al. 2014
e.g. Pierbon et al. 2019, Chen et al. 2020, Liang et al. 2020
8
Oswalt et al. 2019
6
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Milota and Puettmann 2017.
Stockmann et al. 2012, EPA 2011, EPA 2020, Domke et al. 2020
11 Domke et al. 2020
12 Stevens-Rumann et al. 2018
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Mountain region has lost 80% of the forest growth increment over the past decade due to insects,
disease and wildfire 13 and are on a trajectory to be net sources of GHG instead of net sinks due to these
factors. Federal forest inventory statistics show that some states are already net GHG sources due to
the impact of wildfires and insects 14.
Analysis Shows Forest – Harvested Wood Product System Provides Carbon Benefits. Data-rich scientific
analysis using ISO (International Standards Organization) compliant life cycle assessment (LCA) methods
and detailed forest inventory analysis found that the forest sector climate mitigation benefit, when
considering only the private forest lands in Washington state, is equal to 12% of the economy wide GHG
emissions of the state 15, similar to the national level offset value found by the EPA (2020). Both Oregon
and Washington are major contributors to US softwood timber production, including 33% of all US
softwood lumber and 34% of all US softwood plywood in addition to a host of other products13. While
producing a large amount of forest products, both states show stable or increasing forest carbon stocks
based on USFS Forest Inventory and Analysis data8,11.
Facts Support Benefits of Product Substitution. Studies showing that the wood sector offsets 10-15% of
state, regional, or national GHG emissions10,13,15 do not include the carbon mitigation benefit from
product substitution. This product substitution benefit is the difference in GHG emissions between
alternative product systems that serve the same function. Multiple analyses comparing wood to
competing materials1,6,7 (i.e. steel, concrete) show that climate benefits are 0.2-14 times greater when
using wood over alternative materials 16. These differences arise because of the significant differences in
manufacturing processes, and the GHG emissions associated with them, as well as the co-benefit of
carbon storage in the wood product itself. In California, data-driven assessments of the full climate
benefits of using harvested wood products, 17 with comparisons between historical and new recovery
and utilization factors, explains some, but not all, of the variance in outcomes among competing
scientific reports.
Competing Narratives. In contrast to the data-driven synthesis across the forest-to-wood utilization
continuum that emerges from internationally recognized life cycle assessment methods, science based
on process models and historical wood utilization assumptions can paint a starkly different picture. For
example, Law et al 2018 18 used process models that suggest the forest sector was a net source of GHG
instead of a net sink in Oregon. To get that result they assumed that harvested forests are not replanted
(though that is required by law), wood products were mostly used for low value, short-lived products,
wood substitution was of minimal significance, and large wildfire losses were excluded from their
dataset as uncharacteristic, including the 2002 Biscuit wildfire. The 10 worst fire years on record have
been since 2004 (NIFC 2020) and in those 10 years an average of 27% more acres burned than in 2002
when the Biscuit fire ravaged southern Oregon. In large part these fires are driving the decline in forest
inventories in fire prone areas of the west13. Included in the Law et al 2018 methodology were
assumptions regarding wood substitution that are based on data published in Harmon (2019)18 which
makes some startling assumptions regarding current and future industrial processes. For example,
Oswalt et al. 2019
Domke et al. 2020
15
Ganguly et al. 2020,
13
14

16
17
18

Oneil et al. 2020
Stewart and Nakamura 2012
Law et al. 2018, Harmon 2019
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Harmon (2019) assumed that the conversion of the energy grid to 100% non-fossil sources would occur
in the imminent future which would create equal emission profiles for wood, steel and concrete
production, rather than the 3-6 fold additional emissions from the production of steel and concrete
using current and near term production technologies. Based on this assumption, he concluded that from
a climate mitigation perspective, wood is not a preferable construction material alternative to fossil fuel
intensive materials such as steel and concrete, and that US climate mitigation policies should focus on
preventing the harvest of existing forest stocks.
Scientific justification for considering wood as a carbon negative technology. As scientists who have
worked extensively to understand the environmental performance of wood products, we are concerned
that a focus solely on increasing forest carbon stocks as advocated by Forest Legacies, an advocacy
organization that uses the assumptions of Harmon (2019) and Law et al (2018), misses most of the
opportunities for the forest sector to act as a significant component of the US GHG mitigation toolkit. It
also ignores the essential role that the forest sector plays in providing jobs and sustaining rural
communities. As scientists we know that scientific models are only as good as the data and assumptions
that go into them. We believe that the path forward should rely on the extensive forest, and wood
product, inventories that have been generated over decades of federal agency research11,13. This federal
research, in concert with data analysis from the major US Forestry and Agriculture Schools1, collectively
makes a compelling case for the carbon mitigation benefits of using wood in place of more energy
intensive materials and fossil fuels.
While there are no immediate fixes for climate change, there are immediate fixes that can shift society
in a direction that reduces GHG emissions. They start with sound forest policies that encourage and
support sustainable forest practices by private forest landowners that own 70% of US forests13 and who
provide most of the wood products we use – from toilet paper to wooden skyscrapers. It includes a
realistic assessment of our building needs and how best to meet them sustainably using American
grown products that support rural economies. Finally, this year’s wildfire and smoke issues clearly
identify a need for changes in federal forest policy to encourage fire risk reduction on fire prone forests.
Our work supports and illuminates the scientific connections between healthy sustainable forests and
healthy sustainable markets for low carbon wood products. In that way it provides the scientific
underpinning for efforts like the Trillion Tree Movement, the US Forest Climate Working Group, and the
American Forest Foundation with their direct focus on implementing natural climate solutions that rely
on the relationship between a stable forest – economic system.
Respectfully
Dr. Elaine Oneil, Director of Science, CORRIM and Affiliate Associate Professor, University of
Washington, Seattle 19
Dr. Timothy Volk, Associate Professor and Associate Chair, Dept. of Sustainable Resources Management,
State University of New York College of Environmental Science and Forestry and President, CORRIM.
Dr. Indroneil Ganguly, Associate Professor and Associate Director, Center for International Trade in
Forest Products, University of Washington, Seattle and Vice-President, CORRIM
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Dr. Arijit Sinha, Associate Professor of Renewable Materials, Oregon State University and
Secretary/Treasurer, CORRIM.
Dr. Maureen Puettmann, Director of Operations, CORRIM and President, WoodLife Environmental
Consultants LLC.
Professor Emeritus Bruce Lippke, School of Environmental and Forest Sciences, University of
Washington, Seattle and President-Emeritus, CORRIM.
Dr. Kevin Cheung, Chief Engineer, Western Wood Products Association, Portland, Oregon
Dr. Han-Sup Han, Professor and Director of Forest Operations and Biomass Utilization, Ecological
Restoration Institute, Northern Arizona University
Dr. Eva Haviarova, Professor, Department of Forestry and Natural Resources, Purdue University.
Dr. Stephen S. Kelley, Reuben B. Robertson Professor of Sustainable Forest Biomaterials, North Carolina
State University
Dr. Armando McDonald, Professor in Forest and Sustainable Products, Department of Forest, Rangeland
and Fire Sciences, University of Idaho
Dr. Ian A. Munn, Professor, College of Forest Resources, Mississippi State University.
Dr. Henry Quesada, Professor, Department of Sustainable Biomaterials, College of Natural Resources
and Environment, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Dr. Stephen Shaler, Professor & Director, School of Forest Resources, University of Maine
Dr. Adam M. Taylor, Professor & Wood Products Extension Specialist, University of Tennessee
Dr. Richard Vlosky, Professor and Director, Louisiana Forest Products Development Center and Program
Leader, Forest Products Program, School of Renewable Natural Resources, Louisiana State University
Dr. Richard Gustafson, Denman Professor of Bioresource Science and Engineering, School of
Environmental and Forest Sciences, University of Washington
Dr. Timothy G. Rials, Professor and Director, Center for Renewable Carbon, The University of Tennessee
Dr. George H. Berghorn, LEED AP BD+C, CGP, Assistant Professor of Construction Management School of
Planning, Design & Construction, and Adjunct Assistant Professor of Forestry, Michigan State University
Todd Beyreuther, PE, Founder, Mass Timber Systems LLC and Adjunct Research Professor, Composite
Materials and Engineering Center, Washington State University
Dr. Jim L. Bowyer, Professor emeritus, Department of Bioproducts and Biosystems Engineering,
University of Minnesota
Dr. Renata Bura, Denman Professor of Pulp and Paper Science, School of Environmental and Forest
Sciences, University of Washington
Dr. Cindy X. Chen, Research Scientist, Center for International Trade in Forest Products, University of
Washington and Research Associate, Portland State University.
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Dr. Paul Crovella, PE, Assistant Professor, State University of New York College of Environmental Science
and Forestry.
Dr. Ivan Eastin, Research Professor; Associate Dean for Research and Engagement, School for
Environment and Sustainability, University of Michigan
Robert L. Izlar, Director, Harley Langdale Jr. Center for Forest Business, Warnell School of Forestry &
Natural Resources, University of Georgia
Dr. Patricia A. Layton, Professor of Forestry and Director, Wood Utilization + Design Institute, Clemson
University.
Dr. Robert Malmsheimer, JD, Associate Chair, and Professor of Forest Policy and Law, The Department of
Sustainable Resources Management, SUNY ESF
Reid A. Miner, Forest carbon research scientist, retired, North Carolina.
Shane R. O'Neill, Forest Industry Business Development Manager, School of Forest Resources: University
of Maine
Alan Organschi, Principal, Gray Organschi Architecture, and Senior Critic, Yale School of Architecture
Dr. J. Todd Petty, Department Chair and Professor, Forestry and Environmental Conservation, Clemson
University.
Dr. Francesca Pierobon, Post-doctoral Research Associate, Center for International Trade in Forest
Products, University of Washington, Seattle
Dr. Matthew D. Potts, Professor, S.J. Hall Chair in Forest Economics, Department of Environmental
Science, Policy & Management, University of California, Berkeley
Dr. Jennifer D. Russell, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Sustainable Biomaterials, Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University
Dr. Edie Sonne Hall, North American Wood Products LCA Coordination Group
Dr. William Stewart, Co-Director, Berkeley Forests, University of California, Berkeley
Dr. Kent Wheiler, Associate Professor, School of Environmental and Forest Sciences and Director, Center
for International Trade in Forest Products (CINTRAFOR), University of Washington

